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int get_seqno() { 
  return ++seqno; 
}

// ~1 Billion ops/s
// single-threaded



int threadsafe_get_seqno() { 
  acquire(lock); 
  int ret=++seqno; 
  release(lock); 
  return ret; 
}

// < 10 Million ops/s
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why so slow?







~70 ns intra-socket latency ~14 Mops 
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Figure 3: High-level design of fast,fly-weight delegation (ffwd). Request and response data structures are designed to minimize
cache coherence traffic and latency.

ter values. It then awaits the function’s return value in the
server’s response.

Figure 3 illustrates the overall operation of ffwd at the
message-passing level. For illustration purposes, we de-
scribe the design in terms of system constants taken from
our evaluation systems (64-byte cache lines, up to 32 threads
per socket). However, the design principles behind ffwd gen-
eralize well to other constants.

Each client core maintains a dedicated 128-byte request
cache line pair. This is exclusively written to by the hard-
ware threads of that core, and read only by the server. After
writing to its request line, each client thread spins on its ded-
icated response slot within its 128-byte response line pair.
The response line pair is exclusively written to by the server,
and shared (for reading) by multiple cores of a given socket.

The server processes requests in a round-robin, socket-
batched fashion, polling all request lines and handling any
new requests from one socket before proceeding to the next.
It buffers individual return values locally until processing
for the current response group has finished, then writes all
responses to that group’s response line pair.

Each request contains a toggle bit, a function pointer, an
argument count, and up to 6 arguments to the function. The
response line pair is shared between up to 15 clients on a
single socket, containing per-client toggle bits, and 8-byte
return values. Together, the requests and the shared response
form up to 15 individual channels between the clients on
a single socket, and one server. The toggle bits indicate
the state of each individual request/response channel. If the
request and response toggle bits that correspond to a given
client differ, a new request is pending. If they are equal, the
response is ready. To process a request, the server loads the
arguments provided into the appropriate registers, and calls
the specified function.

3.1 Design Motivation

Several key aspects of ffwd are listed below. This is followed
by a discussion of and motivation for each design choice.

• Allocations are multiples of 128-byte aligned line pairs.
• Though multiple cores may read a given line pair, only

one core ever writes to each one.
• Several clients on a socket share a response line pair.
• The server buffers responses locally, then copies all re-

sponses to the appropriate response line pair in one unin-
terrupted series of writes.

• Overhead for serving a request is minimal: load parame-
ters into registers, call the supplied function pointer, then
copy the return value to the local response buffer.

• The server does not acquire any locks prior to executing
the delegated function.

Without loss of generality, consider a slice of the system
consisting of a single server, and up to 15 client hardware
threads on a single remote socket. At a high level, the key
to high messaging performance is minimizing the amount of
cache coherence communication on the interconnect.

Eliminating false sharing A first step to this is to elim-
inate any source of false sharing. On Intel’s Xeon fam-
ily of architectures, cache lines are 64 bytes, but the L2
cache of each core includes a spatial (pair) prefetcher, which
treats memory as consisting of 128-byte line-pairs, and au-
tomatically prefetches the “other” 64-byte line when one of
the lines is otherwise retrieved. Thus, independent, false-
sharing-free memory access (aside from cache associativity
effects, which do not play a role here) is only available in
128-byte granularity on Xeon.

One dedicated 64-byte request line, 

per client-server pair

Requests are sent synchronouslyEach group of 15 clients shares one 
128-byte response line pair.

Server acts upon pending requests in 
batches 15 clients.

(fast, fly-weight delegation)
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ter values. It then awaits the function’s return value in the
server’s response.

Figure 3 illustrates the overall operation of ffwd at the
message-passing level. For illustration purposes, we de-
scribe the design in terms of system constants taken from
our evaluation systems (64-byte cache lines, up to 32 threads
per socket). However, the design principles behind ffwd gen-
eralize well to other constants.

Each client core maintains a dedicated 128-byte request
cache line pair. This is exclusively written to by the hard-
ware threads of that core, and read only by the server. After
writing to its request line, each client thread spins on its ded-
icated response slot within its 128-byte response line pair.
The response line pair is exclusively written to by the server,
and shared (for reading) by multiple cores of a given socket.

The server processes requests in a round-robin, socket-
batched fashion, polling all request lines and handling any
new requests from one socket before proceeding to the next.
It buffers individual return values locally until processing
for the current response group has finished, then writes all
responses to that group’s response line pair.

Each request contains a toggle bit, a function pointer, an
argument count, and up to 6 arguments to the function. The
response line pair is shared between up to 15 clients on a
single socket, containing per-client toggle bits, and 8-byte
return values. Together, the requests and the shared response
form up to 15 individual channels between the clients on
a single socket, and one server. The toggle bits indicate
the state of each individual request/response channel. If the
request and response toggle bits that correspond to a given
client differ, a new request is pending. If they are equal, the
response is ready. To process a request, the server loads the
arguments provided into the appropriate registers, and calls
the specified function.

3.1 Design Motivation

Several key aspects of ffwd are listed below. This is followed
by a discussion of and motivation for each design choice.

• Allocations are multiples of 128-byte aligned line pairs.
• Though multiple cores may read a given line pair, only

one core ever writes to each one.
• Several clients on a socket share a response line pair.
• The server buffers responses locally, then copies all re-

sponses to the appropriate response line pair in one unin-
terrupted series of writes.

• Overhead for serving a request is minimal: load parame-
ters into registers, call the supplied function pointer, then
copy the return value to the local response buffer.

• The server does not acquire any locks prior to executing
the delegated function.

Without loss of generality, consider a slice of the system
consisting of a single server, and up to 15 client hardware
threads on a single remote socket. At a high level, the key
to high messaging performance is minimizing the amount of
cache coherence communication on the interconnect.

Eliminating false sharing A first step to this is to elim-
inate any source of false sharing. On Intel’s Xeon fam-
ily of architectures, cache lines are 64 bytes, but the L2
cache of each core includes a spatial (pair) prefetcher, which
treats memory as consisting of 128-byte line-pairs, and au-
tomatically prefetches the “other” 64-byte line when one of
the lines is otherwise retrieved. Thus, independent, false-
sharing-free memory access (aside from cache associativity
effects, which do not play a role here) is only available in
128-byte granularity on Xeon.
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ter values. It then awaits the function’s return value in the
server’s response.

Figure 3 illustrates the overall operation of ffwd at the
message-passing level. For illustration purposes, we de-
scribe the design in terms of system constants taken from
our evaluation systems (64-byte cache lines, up to 32 threads
per socket). However, the design principles behind ffwd gen-
eralize well to other constants.

Each client core maintains a dedicated 128-byte request
cache line pair. This is exclusively written to by the hard-
ware threads of that core, and read only by the server. After
writing to its request line, each client thread spins on its ded-
icated response slot within its 128-byte response line pair.
The response line pair is exclusively written to by the server,
and shared (for reading) by multiple cores of a given socket.

The server processes requests in a round-robin, socket-
batched fashion, polling all request lines and handling any
new requests from one socket before proceeding to the next.
It buffers individual return values locally until processing
for the current response group has finished, then writes all
responses to that group’s response line pair.

Each request contains a toggle bit, a function pointer, an
argument count, and up to 6 arguments to the function. The
response line pair is shared between up to 15 clients on a
single socket, containing per-client toggle bits, and 8-byte
return values. Together, the requests and the shared response
form up to 15 individual channels between the clients on
a single socket, and one server. The toggle bits indicate
the state of each individual request/response channel. If the
request and response toggle bits that correspond to a given
client differ, a new request is pending. If they are equal, the
response is ready. To process a request, the server loads the
arguments provided into the appropriate registers, and calls
the specified function.

3.1 Design Motivation

Several key aspects of ffwd are listed below. This is followed
by a discussion of and motivation for each design choice.

• Allocations are multiples of 128-byte aligned line pairs.
• Though multiple cores may read a given line pair, only

one core ever writes to each one.
• Several clients on a socket share a response line pair.
• The server buffers responses locally, then copies all re-

sponses to the appropriate response line pair in one unin-
terrupted series of writes.

• Overhead for serving a request is minimal: load parame-
ters into registers, call the supplied function pointer, then
copy the return value to the local response buffer.

• The server does not acquire any locks prior to executing
the delegated function.

Without loss of generality, consider a slice of the system
consisting of a single server, and up to 15 client hardware
threads on a single remote socket. At a high level, the key
to high messaging performance is minimizing the amount of
cache coherence communication on the interconnect.

Eliminating false sharing A first step to this is to elim-
inate any source of false sharing. On Intel’s Xeon fam-
ily of architectures, cache lines are 64 bytes, but the L2
cache of each core includes a spatial (pair) prefetcher, which
treats memory as consisting of 128-byte line-pairs, and au-
tomatically prefetches the “other” 64-byte line when one of
the lines is otherwise retrieved. Thus, independent, false-
sharing-free memory access (aside from cache associativity
effects, which do not play a role here) is only available in
128-byte granularity on Xeon.

• server calls function with (64-bit) arguments provided

• client polls response line until toggle bit == response bit
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*We were not able to run the RCL version of memcached with all thread counts, due to persistent failures.

RAM Latency (ns) LLC latency (ns) Interconnect

Machine local remote local remote Bandwidth (GB/s)

4⇥16-core Xeon E5-4660, Broadwell, 2.2 GHz 81 238 63 135 77
4⇥8-core Xeon E5-4620, Sandy Bridge-EP, 2.2 GHz 71 249 70 177 57

4⇥8-core Xeon E7-4820, Westmere-EX, 2.0 GHz 168 235 98 185 47
4⇥8-core AMD Opteron 6378, Abu Dhabi, 2.4 GHz ⇥ ⇥ 92 163 51

Table 1: Specifications and preliminary performance measurements using MLC [1] for Intel, and ccbench [25] for AMD on our
experimental platforms. ccbench did not report RAM latency. In the table, local denotes communication between cores within
a socket, and remote represents communication with cores on other sockets.

tion (RCL) [53]. For some specific benchmarks, we included
several implementations specific to that benchmark, includ-
ing lock-free, software transactional memory, and combin-
ing approaches.

Except where noted, we use a number of threads equal to
the number of supported hardware threads on the machine
in question. One significant exception to this is the FFWDx2
method, which over-subscribes each hardware thread with
two user/green threads. These user threads yield the CPU
immediately after sending a request. FFWDx2 is only eval-
uated in our micro-benchmarks. In the case of ffwd, we ded-
icate one core per socket as a delegation server in our exper-
iments even when it is unused, leaving up to 30 threads per
socket to run client/application code on Broadwell machine.
Though dedicating one server core per socket is not a design
requirement of ffwd, it keeps the experimental design simple
and flexible. The incremental performance gain from using
these last few cores is negligible for ffwd.

In all experiments, benchmark threads are pinned to hard-
ware threads in a pre-determined order. On Xeons, we are
first filling one socket with one thread per available core,
then filling subsequent sockets in the same fashion, and fi-
nally revisiting each socket in the same order to populate the
second thread supported by each core. For FFWDx2, each
hardware thread populated immediately results in two user
threads. We follow a similar order on the AMD system, as

pairs of Opteron cores share some resources. The first pass
populates one core in each pair: second pass populates the
second core. Finally, the data points in the subsequent plots
represents the mean of at least 10 independent runs, except
for memcached, which is a long-running benchmark, and
linked-list/hash-table, which were configured to run for 15
seconds per data point.

All programs were compiled with gcc 5.4.0, using opti-
mization level 3, running under 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04. These
experiments were run with the glibc standard allocator (pt-
malloc). We also experimented with Hoard [3], slab[7], and
jemalloc [4], and saw no significant improvements for these
workloads (figures omitted for brevity). The concurrent op-
erations in these workloads are not allocation-intensive,
and generally make small, fixed-sized allocations. Also, we
found that ptmalloc creates approximately arena per thread,
largely avoiding contention on area locks.

4.2 Application level benchmarks

Our application level benchmarks were taken from the
SPLASH-2 [8], Phoenix v2.0.0 [72] benchmarks, and Mem-
cached v1.4.6 [5] / Memslap v1.0.2 [6] using the same subset
of benchmarks as the RCL paper [53]. In turn, [53] selected
these benchmarks based on the fraction of time spent in
critical sections. Several concerns have been raised about
the Phoenix benchmark suite, including: (a) a false-sharing
problem was discovered in the linear regression program



application benchmarks

• Same benchmarks as in Lozi et al. (RCL) [USENIX ATC’12]


• programs that spend large % of time in critical sections


• Except BerkeleyDB - ran out of time
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application benchmarks

• comparing best performance (any thread count) for all methods


• up to 2.5x improvement over pthreads, any thread count


• 10+ times speedup at max thread count
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Figure 5: Memcached-Set benchmark runtime for varying
number of threads (lower is better).

Figure 6: Raytrace-Car benchmark runtime for varying num-
ber of threads (lower is better).

[52, 65], though [65] indicates that gcc with optimization
level -O3 eliminates this problem, (b) the matrix multiply
program may not be competitive with the state of the art
in matrix multiplication, and (c) the string-match program
may not be a representative workload. Thus, a comparison
between delegation and locking based on the Phoenix suite
should be taken with a grain of salt. Nevertheless, using
the same set of benchmarks enables a direct comparison to
RCL. We include instances of each of the three benchmarks
with two input sizes. We did not include the BerkeleyDB
benchmark due to time constraints. Figure 4 summarizes our
application-level results on the Broadwell machine, showing
speedup relative to standard Posix mutex locks. We were un-
able to run the radiosity benchmark with MCS successfully,
and were unable to implement Memcached with flat combin-
ing case due to time constraints. Overall, we find that ffwd
further improves upon the delegation gains already demon-
strated by RCL.

While Figure 4 shows the speedup vs. pthreads at the
ideal thread count for the respective method, Figures 5–6
show how performance varies with the number of threads,
telling a very different story.

For both Raytrace-Car and Memcached-Set, ffwd perfor-
mance continues to improve slightly after 16 threads, while
all other approaches scale negatively. The spinlock (TTAS)
shows a characteristic congestion collapse, whereas the other
lock types, and RCL, exhibit a more graceful decline. Sev-
eral lines in both benchmarks stop abruptly, due to persis-
tent “server disconnection” errors at high thread counts that
we were unable to resolve. We traced this back to a connec-
tion loss between the memslap [6] client and the memcached
server, but could not isolate the fault further.

We find that for all benchmark applications evaluated, on
all platforms tested, ffwd matches or outperforms all lock
types (including combining), as well as RCL. Overall, the
performance gains can be attributed to two main sources:
eliminating contention for highly contended data structures,
and improved memory locality, for all shared data. For the
comparison with RCL, the cause of the performance differ-
ence is less obvious, as RCL and ffwd follow the same design
principle. However, the micro-benchmark results below sug-
gest a simple explanation: while ffwd and RCL do the same
job, ffwd does it more efficiently, as described in §3.

4.3 Micro-benchmarks

To gain a better understanding of the expected performance
of ffwd, we include several micro-benchmark programs in
our evaluation, described in more detail below: fetch-and-
add (§4.3.1), stack and queue (§4.3.2), linked list (§4.3.3),
search tree (§4.3.4), and hash table (§4.3.5).

To avoid one thread acquiring a lock multiple times con-
secutively, we introduce a small delay between increments,
outside any critical section or delegated function. Figure 7
shows the relationship between this delay, the percentage
of back-to-back lock acquisitions (labeled MUTEX % B2B
ACQ) for MUTEX, and lock throughput for several lock
types, using 128 threads and a single lock. Without a de-
lay, back-to-back acquisition is very common, which greatly
distorts the performance of some of the simpler locks. This
distortion is even more severe for atomic increment.

Thus, to ensure representative results across all methods,
we use a delay loop of 25 PAUSE instructions between criti-
cal sections to prevent such back-to-back acquisition, trans-
lating to ⇡500 cycles of delay on our Xeon machines, or
about one round-trip on the interconnect bus. In this test,
threads on average wait for the critical sections of 127 other
threads to complete before successfully acquiring the lock.
Thus, this small added delay has no significant impact on
performance in the absence of back-to-back acquisitions.
Nevertheless, for fairness, the same 25 PAUSE delay is im-
posed on all methods evaluated.

4.3.1 fetch-and-add

This benchmark demonstrates ffwd performance and scala-
bility for very short critical sections, for the single-variable
case, and investigates the performance trade-off between
memory locality and parallelism, in the multi-variable case.

RCL experienced correctness issues above 24 threads. 
We did not get Flat Combining to work. 

pthread 
mutex
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• ffwd is much faster on largely sequential data structures 

• linked list (coarse locking), stack, queue


• fetch and add, for few shared variables


• for highly concurrent data structures, ffwd falls behind 
when the lock contention is low 

• fetch and add, with many shared variables


• hashtable


• for concurrent data structures with long query times, 
ffwd keeps up, but is not a clear leader 

• lazy linked list


• binary search tree



naïve 1024-node linked-list, 
coarse-grained locking

Figure 10: Average throughput of two-lock [63] queue with
different synchronization and lock-free methods (higher is
better).

Figure 11: Average throughput of stack with different synchro-
nization and lock-free methods (higher is better).

presented by Michael and Scott in [63]. LF is another lock-
free implementation by Fatourou and Kallimanis [32]. BLF
is the lock-free queue in the Boost library.

For the ffwd implementation, we simply remove the lock
acquisition code, and delegate the entire enqueue/dequeue,
or push/pop functions as appropriate using the ffwd API.

Figures 10–11 show the measured throughput for the
queue and stack benchmarks respectively. Here, ffwd matches
and often significantly outperforms the best lock-based and
combining-based schemes. The lock-based and combining
methods are competitive up to the socket boundary, then
drop off significantly. For ffwd, a minor drop-off is observed
between 15 and 16 threads (one thread on each socket being
used for the server), but because communication is concur-
rent in ffwd, the added latency incurred when crossing sock-
ets is less impactful. The over-subscribed version, FFWDx2
has an significant advantage for small thread counts (where
ffwd performance is heavily latency constrained), but main-
tains only a small lead over ffwd for larger thread counts. We
also see that the combining approaches significantly outper-
form the lock-based ones, with the more recent approaches
leading. Nevertheless, delegated stacks and queues with ffwd
are on average twice as fast as the best combining-based
stack and queue implementations.

Another key observation is that for all approaches, ex-
cept ffwd, the queue performance is generally higher than the
stack performance, due to the two locks used in the queue.
In ffwd, however, a single server handles all delegations, im-
plicitly serializing them. Thus, ffwd performance is essen-
tially identical for both data structures.

4.3.3 linked list

In this benchmark, a single linked list contains integers in
sorted order, representing a set of integers. Threads query
the list for membership (70%), and alternate inserting mem-
bers into, and removing members from the list (30%). For
synchronized access, a single global lock protects the list
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Figure 12: Average throughput of naı̈ve linked list with 1024
initial list elements, 30% update ratio (higher is better).

from concurrent access. For delegation, both query and up-
date methods are delegated. FFWDx2 results are elided: they
are essentially identical to FFWD due to the long critical sec-
tions in this benchmark.

Figure 12 shows the performance of this basic linked list
implementation, with an initial list length of 1024, as we
vary the number of threads. Given the use of a single lock
for the list, the performance of the locking methods drops
quickly with the number of contending threads. Note too
that ffwd throughput does not increase with the number of
threads, as was the case with the fetch-and-add benchmark
§4.3.1. This is because the time taken to traverse the rel-
atively long linked list bounds server performance. Never-
theless, ffwd provides a significant performance boost over
locking on this naı̈ve version of a linked list. Interestingly,
the added concurrency provided by the software transac-
tional memory approach (STM) [28] results in a substantial
performance boost for modest thread counts, and relatively
graceful performance degradation as the thread count grows.



two-lock queue
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fetch-and-add, 1 variable
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• ffwd is much faster on largely sequential data structures 

• naïve linked list, stack, queue


• fetch and add, for few shared variables


• for highly concurrent data structures, fwd falls behind 
when there are many locks 

• fetch and add, with many shared variables


• hashtable


• for concurrent data structures with long query times, 
ffwd keeps up, but is not a clear leader 

• lazy linked list


• binary search tree



128-thread hash table
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fetch-and-add, 128 threads
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• ffwd is much faster on largely sequential data structures 

• naïve linked list, stack, queue


• fetch and add, for few shared variables


• for highly concurrent data structures, once lock# is 
similar to thread#, fwd falls behind 

• fetch and add, with many shared variables


• hashtable


• for concurrent data structures with long query times, 
ffwd keeps up, but is not a clear leader 

• lazy linked list


• binary search tree
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128-thread  
lazy (LZ) + skip (SK) lists

Figure 13: Average throughput of lazy linked list, skip list
and harris’s lock-free list with 1024 initial list elements, 30%
update ratio (higher is better).
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Figure 14: Average throughput of lazy linked list (log scale)
over 120 threads for ffwd (128 threads for all other methods),
30% update ratio (higher is better).

A faster “lazy” linked list for concurrent use is presented
in [39]. Here, threads traverse the list in parallel, and fine-
grained locking is used to update the list. For the ffwd version
the updates operations are delegated to a single server: as in
the locking version, clients traverse the list in parallel.

Figure 13 shows the performance of the lazy linked list, in
an experiment that uses the same settings as Figure 12. Here,
the ffwd implementation of the lazy linked list is labeled
FFWD-LZ. Besides the performance improvement across
the board, the lazy list exhibits a very different trend. Due
to the concurrent traversal, and the fine-grained locking for
updates, adding threads increases concurrency, and therefore
throughput. In absolute performance terms, ffwd also bene-
fits significantly from the lazy list version. However, its sin-
gle server cannot keep up with many threads and 1024 locks.

As an alternative to delegating this highly concurrent data
structure, we also evaluate using a data structure better suited
to single-threaded execution. The lines labeled FFWD-SK
and MCS-SK show the performance of a skip list [51], under
the same conditions. While FFWD-LZ falls far behind other

Figure 15: Server store buffer stalls for lazy linked list ex-
ecution with ffwd, for varying list size (log scale) (lower is
better).

methods, FFWD-SK is highly competitive with the lazy list.
Meanwhile, the coarse-grained MCS lock version of the
skip list (MCS-SK) is unable to scale beyond a handful
of threads, as it offers no concurrency, and poor memory
locality. For reference, we also include the Harris list [37].

To better understand the dynamics of these linked lists,
Figure 14 shows their performance as we vary the length of
the list. While FFWD-LZ falls behind the lock-based lazy
linked lists as the initial size grows, the origin of this drop-
off is not strictly server processing: in the delegated lazy list
implementation, the server is only responsible for updates,
which does not include list traversal. Rather, the design of
the lazy linked list, in combination with delegation, results in
a serialization of communication delays. Specifically, every
write by the server results in a cache miss, causing the server
(and with it, all pending requests) to stall when its store
buffers are depleted. Figure 15 illustrates this effect: the most
severe performance degradation in ffwd coincides with the
rise in store buffer stalls, which at its peak consumes 80%
of the server’s cycles. As the list grows further, clients slow
down, taking some of the load off the server.

Meanwhile, FFWD-SK illustrates the benefit of using a
high-performance single-threaded data structure: as the list
grows beyond 2048 elements, even the massive parallelism
of the lazy list cannot make up the O(N) vs. O(logN)
difference in computational complexity. We did not evaluate
the performance of concurrent skip lists [34, 46, 81, 86].

In summary, one cannot choose a data structure in isola-
tion. While both the lazy list and the skip-list are better than
the naive list under all circumstances, the skip-list is very
well suited to delegation, while the lazy list is better suited
for multi-threaded execution. When used with a suitable data
structure, we find that delegation is very competitive with al-
ternative approaches.

lower skip list  
complexity 

saves the day

single MCS lock  
skip list

high concurrency, 
not very long list



binary search tree

• simple, unbalanced tree


• 50% queries, 50% updates


• all tree operations delegated for ffwd/RCL



128-thread binary search tree
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128-thread tree  
+ 4-way sharding ffwd

Figure 16: Average throughput of a 1024 node binary tree
for varying number of threads (higher is better).
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Figure 17: Average throughput for binary tree, for varying
tree size (log scale) (higher is better).

4.3.4 binary search tree

Figure 16 shows the performance of several binary tree im-
plementations. The initial size of the tree is 1,024 elements,
and the workload consists of 50 percent reads, 50 percent
updates (equal proportions of insert and delete).

FFWD delegates all tree operations to a single server,
which uses a barebones binary tree implementation. The in-
serts and deletes are random, which results in an approxi-
mately balanced tree, and the tree operations in this bench-
mark do not rebalance the tree. The same design is used by
the RCU [20], RLU [57], SWISSTM [28] and VTree [69]
programs, while the VRBTree [69] implements a balanced
Red-Black tree. For this relatively small tree, FFWD sig-
nificantly outperforms the other alternatives, as the critical
section is short, allowing a single-threaded solution to out-
perform more sophisticated, parallel trees.

However, Figure 17 tells a more complete story. Here,
the tree size is varied between 128–128k elements, with the
larger sizes resulting in much longer critical sections due
both to the number of levels of the tree, and the decidedly
poorer memory locality. The ffwd results reflect this real-

Figure 18: Average throughput of hash table (log scale) over
120 threads for ffwd (128 threads for all other methods),
initial load factor 1, 30% update ratio (higher is better).

ity: as the tree grows, ffwd throughput drops steadily, while
RLU and SWISSTM take advantage of the larger tree to im-
prove concurrency. The line labeled “single threaded” shows
the throughput of the data structure when running the same
workload in a single thread. The narrow gap between ffwd
and single-threaded performance shows how well ffwd is
making single-threaded performance available to this multi-
threaded application. For very large trees, RCL also approx-
imates the single-threaded performance.

In order to achieve performance on par with RLU and
SWISSTM, it is necessary to go beyond a single server.
FFWD-S4 shows ffwd performance after partitioning (shard-
ing) the key space into four separate trees, and delegating
each of these trees to a different server, yielding a 4⇥ in-
crease in throughput. Note, however, that this basic design
relies on a static partitioning, which is not ideal for all work-
loads.

4.3.5 hash table

In our final benchmark program, the hash table, a set of in-
tegers is stored in a hash table. As above, 70% of operations
are membership queries, while 30% add elements to, or re-
move from the set. Each bucket in the hash table contains a
simple linked list, which typically holds only a small num-
ber of items. For locking methods, each bucket has its own
lock, which is acquired prior to accessing the list. For dele-
gation, both membership queries and updates are delegated
to the server in charge of the hash bucket in question.

A hash table is perhaps a counterintuitive evaluation
choice for a delegation system. Hash tables are an ideal tar-
get for fine-grained synchronization, and thus, we would
expect locking to outperform delegation. However, the hash
table benchmark presents an opportunity to directly manip-
ulate the amount of concurrency in the system, similar to
fetch-and-add, making it a useful evaluation tool, even if a
large hash table is a highly unlikely target for delegation.



what makes ffwd so fast?
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Figure 3: High-level design of fast,fly-weight delegation (ffwd). Request and response data structures are designed to minimize
cache coherence traffic and latency.

ter values. It then awaits the function’s return value in the
server’s response.

Figure 3 illustrates the overall operation of ffwd at the
message-passing level. For illustration purposes, we de-
scribe the design in terms of system constants taken from
our evaluation systems (64-byte cache lines, up to 32 threads
per socket). However, the design principles behind ffwd gen-
eralize well to other constants.

Each client core maintains a dedicated 128-byte request
cache line pair. This is exclusively written to by the hard-
ware threads of that core, and read only by the server. After
writing to its request line, each client thread spins on its ded-
icated response slot within its 128-byte response line pair.
The response line pair is exclusively written to by the server,
and shared (for reading) by multiple cores of a given socket.

The server processes requests in a round-robin, socket-
batched fashion, polling all request lines and handling any
new requests from one socket before proceeding to the next.
It buffers individual return values locally until processing
for the current response group has finished, then writes all
responses to that group’s response line pair.

Each request contains a toggle bit, a function pointer, an
argument count, and up to 6 arguments to the function. The
response line pair is shared between up to 15 clients on a
single socket, containing per-client toggle bits, and 8-byte
return values. Together, the requests and the shared response
form up to 15 individual channels between the clients on
a single socket, and one server. The toggle bits indicate
the state of each individual request/response channel. If the
request and response toggle bits that correspond to a given
client differ, a new request is pending. If they are equal, the
response is ready. To process a request, the server loads the
arguments provided into the appropriate registers, and calls
the specified function.

3.1 Design Motivation

Several key aspects of ffwd are listed below. This is followed
by a discussion of and motivation for each design choice.

• Allocations are multiples of 128-byte aligned line pairs.
• Though multiple cores may read a given line pair, only

one core ever writes to each one.
• Several clients on a socket share a response line pair.
• The server buffers responses locally, then copies all re-

sponses to the appropriate response line pair in one unin-
terrupted series of writes.

• Overhead for serving a request is minimal: load parame-
ters into registers, call the supplied function pointer, then
copy the return value to the local response buffer.

• The server does not acquire any locks prior to executing
the delegated function.

Without loss of generality, consider a slice of the system
consisting of a single server, and up to 15 client hardware
threads on a single remote socket. At a high level, the key
to high messaging performance is minimizing the amount of
cache coherence communication on the interconnect.

Eliminating false sharing A first step to this is to elim-
inate any source of false sharing. On Intel’s Xeon fam-
ily of architectures, cache lines are 64 bytes, but the L2
cache of each core includes a spatial (pair) prefetcher, which
treats memory as consisting of 128-byte line-pairs, and au-
tomatically prefetches the “other” 64-byte line when one of
the lines is otherwise retrieved. Thus, independent, false-
sharing-free memory access (aside from cache associativity
effects, which do not play a role here) is only available in
128-byte granularity on Xeon.

• requests are virtually un-contended, 
contiguous in memory


• = happy server hardware pre-fetcher


• buffered responses on server


• 15 responses in one contiguous copy

• 2 modified cache-lines instead of 15 


• responses are read-only on the client


• response line never leaves the server L1


• very light-weight processing on the server


• plenty of hand-tuning



Why isn’t it even faster?
• Link bandwidth is 300 cache lines per link  —>  300+ Mops


• Latency suggests 2.5 Mops/client. 120 clients —> 300 Mops


• Why are we only seeing 55 Mops?


• Processing limit? 55 Mops = 40 cycles per operation


• Insufficient concurrency: round-trip bandwidth-delay product 
is 120 cache lines


• server store / load buffers, reorder window size?



using ffwd
• Free C library available now (Rust is on the way)


• Some current limitations:


• delegated functions cannot, in turn, delegate functions


• delegated functions typically should not block (nor 
acquire locks)


• up to 6, 64-bit parameters


• currently assume one client per hardware thread



related work

• Remote Core Locking [Lozi, USENIX ATC’12]


• Barrelfish - delegation-based OS [Baumann, SOSP’09]


• Flat Combining [Hendler, SPAA’10]


• Log-based node replication [Calciu, ASPLOS’17]



in conclusion

• delegation is (much) faster than you thought


• it is easy to use, and has many attractive applications


• similar results on  
 Intel Broadwell 
 Intel Sandy Bridge 
 Intel Westmere-EX, and  
 AMD Abu Dhabi



questions?

• UIC has many open CS faculty 
positions this year, all areas


• libffwd, extended paper and more 
http://github.com/bitslab/ffwd

http://github.com/bitslab/ffwd
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